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2 PROCUREMENT MODELS FOR THE SKA
3 FOREWORDS
The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) will be a revolutionary international radio telescope for the
21st Century, designed to address fundamental unanswered questions about our Universe. It will
challenge scientists and engineers to create and develop technology performance beyond that
currently available, and be highly demanding of professional project practitioners charged with
managing the construction programmatic.
The total collecting area will be approximately one square kilometre giving 50 times the
sensitivity, and 10,000 times the survey speed, of the best current-day telescopes. With receptors
extending out to distances of 3,000 km from the central core of the telescope, the SKA project
stretches the limits and risk profiles of several leading edge technologies.
More than 70 institutes in 20 countries, together with industry partners, are participating in the
scientific and technical design of the SKA telescope which will be located in either Australia –
New Zealand or Southern Africa extending to the Indian Ocean Islands. The target construction
cost is €1,500 million, with preconstruction planned to commence following the host site
decision in 2012.
In 2008, PrepSKA, a 4 years lasting project funded by the EC within the 7th Program
Framework, started the development of the preparatory phase towards the construction of the
SKA, mainly focusing the activities of planning the legal, financing and procurement issues of
both pre-construction and construction phases. The PrepSKA/Work Package 5 (WP5) was then
charged with researching options of procurement models to adopt in the construction phase as
well an overall policy for industrial involvement.
SKA is a challenging project, in which scientific goals will be conditioned by the ability to
make the right choices in technologies, procurement strategies, team organisation and
management, fund raising and management. Moreover, determining the correct supply chain
models and market involvement strategies is the mandatory baseline for design of any
Procurement Model, yet only the final step of a complex overall Procurement Strategy.
In arriving at this WP5 final output, the authors undertook a serious and lengthy investigation of
high-technology procurement activities and literature sources (see references), with interim
reports. Additionally, many practical artefacts (e.g., sample contracts, templates, and project
reports) were examined and support the findings. Two main reports have been delivered,
“Guidelines for Procurement for WP2”, and “Towards a Procurement model for the SKA”, the
first one providing a deep analysis of the basic assumptions required to set up an acquisition
process in the framework of a large scale multinational project, the latter the interaction between
engineering and procurement and the different procurement models suitable to be used.
This document is the first of the three documents making up the final report, that is an organic
review of all the findings described in the previous documents, completed with a risk analysis
for SKA procurement and guidelines for procurement in the Pre-construction phase. The three
documents are organised as follows:
1.

Del 5.3 Report on procurement models
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Del 5.4 Draft options paper on procurement
Del 5.5 Inventory of national standpoints , policies and goals.

Global projects are projects involving a large number of stakeholders, mainly different countries,
with large investments, unique in their scope. In this environment issues such as Value for Money,
Input vs. Outputs, Whole Life Approach, Ethical and Political Boundary Conditions, IP management
are of primary importance, together with the ability to drive design and market capabilities. The
usually long life of the projects, both in terms of development and operations, cost estimation
over the total life cycle for the project/product is required together with the evaluation of general
procurement risks and risk mitigation actions.
This paper is related to the Pre-construction phase of SKA, and describes the specific
elements to implement the chosen procurement model, i.e. the In-Kind acquisition of the project
WPs.
In order to assure the required transparency of the acquisition procedures, the choice has been
to define an operation schema
The SKA, from the project and industrial points of view, is much more complex and challenging
than other mega-science projects within the same cost range, such as astronomical projects, EELT, ALMA or LOFAR, or other international projects, as ITER or LHC.
Among the elements of complexity there are:
•

Number of subsystems, and the challenge of connectivity;

•

Dimension of the system: requires standardisation and mass production of low cost
components;

•

Functional and technical standardisation: the number of “cells” in SKA requires the
possibility to have multiple sources supplying interchangeable and interoperating
products;

•

Time of delivery: relatively rapid roll-out in industrial mode;

•

Remote, undeveloped, environmentally harsh desert, with widespread sites: impact on
transportation costs, logistics, monitoring, maintenance costs, operation costs,
reliability constraints;

•

Duration: requires ability to support uptime and upgrading with technology evolution
for 35-50 years;

•

Electrical power supply is expected to be a major cost element, with problems of wide
area distribution, with green energy de rigour;

•

Communications infrastructure could be cost challenging, especially if not fully
utilized at the beginning;

•

Management of Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) during construction will be
especially challenging if the facility is operational during expansion.

Finding and working with the aerospace market and suppliers is a vital task to find companies
with the right technical competences and/or production capabilities, i.e. quantity and rates of
production, processes, and costs.
Report on Procurement Options for SKA
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Design for Manufacture (DFM) will play a large role, to reduce costs while maintaining
quality levels, standardise parts and minimise parts count to ease shipping/transport and field
assembly, and assure long design-lifetime. This implies that up-front investments in fabrication
tooling and facilities will be required.
Antenna systems will require novel design and fabrication techniques to improve
cost/performance, and considerable infrastructure support (protection, temperature control,
power systems, etc.) will be needed.
The SKA must develop a clear and consistent approach for industry involvement and
acquisition processes, taking into account and managing constraints coming from its
multinational status. A fair and friendly industry policy is suitable to gain advantage from wide
international collaboration and should be open to interests of stakeholders, especially the major
funding partners.
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Options for the SKA procurement models

4.1 Basic elements for a strategy
The objective of the SKA project is to deliver a cost effective, highly performing scientific
infrastructure with an expected life of 35/50 years in remote, hostile conditions while
technologies evolves.
The goal of the SKA procurement is to ensure the successful execution of the SKA entire
mission, by effectively and efficiently managing the acquisition process.
The amount of money committed to procurement will exceed one billion Euros, so a set of
principles are needed to define the ways of doing business while maximizing returns on
investments and increasing the buying power when contracting out for supplies and services.
These principles should be applied to the entire acquisition process, from strategy development
through contract management to closeout.
4.1.1

Procurement goals and principles

The main goals of procurement may be summarised as:
•

Technical - the acquisition process must optimise results, giving the best for least,
according to technical requirements and market availability and capability;

•

Financial - the acquisition process must be cost effective, minimising both purchase
costs and indirect costs (overhead due to the process management itself and
supply/contract management);

•

Risks - due to the dimension and duration of the project, acquisition must deal
effectively with problems such as rework, technical evolution, obsolescence,
shortages, failures, logistic difficulties, etc over the years.

Principles to set up procurement policies suitable to achieve the goals, derived
the present research, include the following:
•

from

Integrated Acquisition strategies/product teams
Acquisition is a multi-faceted process. The project shall develop an integrated
acquisition strategy that involves all functional representatives (engineering, safety,
legal, financial, planning, procurement, administration, mission assurance and
technical authorities) early and throughout the acquisition process, from planning to
execution. For this reason, it is important that Procurement is a member of the
Integrated Product Teams (IPT), to ensure that all the aspects are considered in the
project, in order to allow the development of an acquisition strategy and of the
detailed procurement management plan.

•

Turn the contract upside down
It is critical to analyse supply contracts and acquisition planning processes from the
viewpoint of suppliers, in order to understand constraints and opportunities for the
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supply chain. This is especially true in large science enterprises where procurement
involves R&D components, partnering arrangements, and science language,
unfamiliar in pure high-technology contracts.
•

Maximise and Optimise Competition
Maximising competition requires early and ongoing communication between the
acquisition organisation and industry and, internally, between the requiring entities
and the Procurement Office. The Procurement Office should work with
programs/projects to develop requirements and to perform early top-level market
research.

•

Requirements specification and management
Desired outcomes should be clearly specified in the requirements documents
(functional and technical specifications, data requirements, and statement of
work/performance) for planned contracts. Requirements should be limited to those
applicable to supplies or services being procured (avoid ambiguities and overspecification).

•

Industry Relationships
The expertise that resides within both the Organisation and industry should be fully
utilized and merged to perform the required design, development, production, and
integration of a particular program/project. Strategic relationships with industry can
bring safe, pre-contractual expertise to requirement setting and outcome
specifications.

•

Common Contracts and Strategies
When developing acquisition strategies and managing contracts, it should be
provided a common face to industry. All contracts should be structured and managed
in a consistent manner throughout the acquisition organisation to make it easier for
industry to do business. Additionally, contracting officers shall use standard
evaluation criteria and proposal instructions for similar requirements. The IPT shall
tailor the size of the evaluation team and the criteria used in source selections to the
type and complexity of the requirement. The IPT shall use only those criteria able to
favour a best value award decision.

•

Reducing Cost and Cost Risk for Procurements
Cost risk for each requirement should be properly allocated between the buying
organisation and suppliers. Competition is enhanced and the cost of managing
contracts is eased by the appropriate allocation of cost risk. The IPT shall ensure that
the cost risk for each requirement is properly allocated between the contracting
organisation and suppliers. Once in the production and operations phases and for the
acquisition of continuing services, suppliers should assume the cost risk of
performance, and firm-fixed price contracts should be used. Cost-reimbursement
award-fee contracts are generally most appropriate for use on high-risk and complex
science missions and Design, Development, Test, and Evaluation contracts, and not
support service contracts.

4.1.2

IP management and protection

Intellectual Property (IP) plays a critical role in the development and sustainment of SKA
Report on Procurement Options for SKA
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capability. Generally, IP associated with industry contracts related to the acquisition and support
of capital equipment and technologies will need to be assigned or licensed to the SKA. In the
case of IP derived through collaborations with SKA Consortia partners, the published Statement
of Common Intent will apply. It is essential that documented IP arrangements are clear and
reflect SKA IP requirements, however a ‘legal-light’ (SKA memo 52) approach is
recommended. As a minimum, SKA must have proper ‘through-life’ access to project related IP
and supporting technical data to develop and support the capability by:
•

Ideally, obtaining unfettered rights to project IP (refer SKA memo 80) for
application in radio astronomy; or

•

obtaining formal licences covering the IP and its application within the SKA
project; and/or

•

owning some elements of the IP and obtaining a licence for the remainder; or

•

owning all the IP in appropriate circumstances;

•

permitting modification and development of products and to sub-contract the
manufacture the products subject to limitations agreed in the contract and listed in
the IP Plan;

•

security of IP access and control for the period of the project.

Where the IP is of a complete or substantial software nature, or will have a wide usage across
a number of platforms, the IP agreement will seek a licence for broad SKA purposes. This will
enable the SKA to utilise licensed Foreground and Background IP for activities that are not
directly related to the products or technologies being procured or supported under the contract.
For Third Party IP, SKA will seek a licence on the best available commercial terms.
The SKA project will determine the ownership of Foreground IP on a case by case basis in
acquisition and support contracts. In most instances, SKA will not seek ownership of
Background and Third Party IP but will instead seek appropriate licensing rights.
Where SKA elects to retain ownership of Foreground IP, appropriate clauses will be included
in the request for tender (RFT) documentation and the negotiated contract. Where appropriate,
these clauses may allow for the contractor or major subcontractors o be granted a licence to SKA
owned Foreground IP.
Where the SKA project does not own the IP it must ensure that it has the right to sublicense
the IP and should not allow itself to be locked into a sole source support arrangement with the
Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM). This is not to say there are instances where the OEM
is not in the best position to support the supplies. However, for example, where a support
contractor is performing poorly or is not competitive, the SKA project will generally retain the
option to seek an alternate supplier.
SKA will seek similar ownership and licensing rights to Foreground and Background IP
developed by major subcontractors. However, in some circumstances, SKA will require major
subcontractors to enter into a deed of agreement with SKA to ensure that SKA is able to enforce
its IP rights in relation to subcontractor developed IP.
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Where SKA does not retain ownership of Foreground IP, appropriate licensing rights,
including the right to sub-license, must be secured to ensure that the capability can be developed
and sustained. SKA will also seek a broad licence, including the right to sub-license Background
IP.
The agreed IP ownership and licensing rights must be recorded in an IP clause, or IP Plan
attached to the contract. The purpose of an IP Plan is to detail the status of IP in the supplies, and
in some cases broken down to a work breakdown structure level, and the consequent activities.
The IP Plan should be updated as required during the contract period. The SKA procurement
documentation will nominate the delivery requirements for technical data in the contract and
may request that such data be provided in a particular form.
The SKA project will seek an indemnity from the contractor to safeguard the SKA against
liability flowing from potential infringement of IP rights by third-parties, and where Defence
agencies may exercise their sovereign right to use the IP in accordance with the legal ownership
and licensing rights granted under some jurisdictions.

4.1.3

The SKA and industries

The SKA is a mega-science project to design and build a new astronomical instrument,
capable of transformational science with a high potential in terms of innovative technologies and
‘spin-off’ opportunities. From this point of view, industry will not only serve as a supplier, but
also as a collaborative partner and commercial exploiter in an exciting and challenging
technological venture.
There are many reasons why industry may wish to be associated with the SKA. These range
from short-term financial gain via prototyping contracts in the development phase, subsequent
large manufacturing and construction opportunities, through to more indirect motivations such as
a wish to develop their business and staff in ways not routinely available. An earlier paper (SKA
Memo 52), listed reasons encountered so far in the SKA project, including:
•

The opportunity to grow and hone the creative energies of the best professionals in a
highly imaginative project;

•

The ability to perfect leading-edge techniques and products in a very demanding
application, and to interact with technologically sophisticated users;

•

The ability to generate and share information with other R&D partners – both
institutional and industrial – in a benign and commercially non-threatening
environment;

•

The visibility flowing from association with an innovative, high profile, international
mega-science project;

•

The potential for early involvement and, directly or indirectly, favourable positioning
in a one billion Euro project spanning a wide range of engineering and computing
disciplines; and the opportunity to apply, for financial gain via negotiated licence
agreements, IP generated within an SKA partnership to commercial activities outside
the SKA arena.
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From the perspective of SKA scientists and engineers, some benefits of early industry links
include:
•

The opportunity to obtain alternative viewpoints on the design and implementation of
low-cost components and systems;

•

The ability to call on specialist development and manufacturing teams during
prototyping activities;

•

The opportunity to learn first-hand, via relatively small-scale projects, the merits and
pitfalls of working with external groups;

•

The identification of enterprises able to deal with scale and complexity, and to build
SKA know-how in companies likely to be bidders in SKA construction work
packages; and

•

The possibility of identifying project management and similar enterprises able to
contribute to objective decision making processes, and to risk assessment and
management within the international SKA project.

There are four main roles for industry in the SKA:
•

As consultants/advisors;

•

As contractors for pre-competitive R&D in association with SKA institutions;

•

As commercial providers of goods and services for the construction and operation of
the SKA, which will in turn boost their capabilities;

•

As influential organizations (many with global presence) in the circles of governments
and politics, who will assist in obtaining funding for the SKA if they see advantages
for industry;

As a consequence, in order to guarantee the interests of all the stakeholders, success of the
project, and the quality of scientific results, it is essential that the total industry involvement
process is managed under acquisition policies that encourage and stimulate a strategic
partnership ‘win-win’ approach in relation to both technical and economical goals.

4.2 Industrial partnership
The need to understand market opportunities and to acquire knowledge from major players, is
an important issue in developing the SKA project. This implies that it is a major task to:
•

research the global market and country capability opportunities;

•

avoid problems such as vendor lock in/out;

•

assure fair competition/collaboration to industry;

•

assure stakeholders (funding institutions) of transparency in procurement processes.

The scouting process will require a systematic approach to identify project needs against
industry capacity/performance to be acquired in a fair competition framework. From a technical
point of view, the approach shall provide the largest view of available technologies and
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capabilities able to best fit the SKA requirements. From a stakeholder point of view, the
approach performed during the design phase, both for selecting technologies and releasing any
kind of R&D contracts, should not introduce any bias that could affect industry competitiveness
during the construction phases. Moreover, all the advantages reported in the previous section
must fit into guidelines comprising a high level agreement among funding agencies and/or
related governments.
Then, a set of rules that clearly identifies tools, players and decision making process can be
set up in order to permit free gathering of technical support and advice from industry, versus
stakeholder concerns about fairness in competition.
4.2.1

Industrial partnership management

For the SKA, approaching industry is one of the ways to open the project to the world. This
requires a clear strategy for industry relationships, how to set them up, to maintain and manage
them over the time, and how to maximise advantages from industry involvement. Such a plan
should address the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Requirements: help to define broad categories of technologies in terms of technical
requirements, logistics, quality, delivery times, services, operations, through all the
SKA life cycle;
Market: characteristics of the suitable suppliers, number, quality, lock-out problems,
after sale services, obsolescence, etc.;
Risks: critical supplies, impact on the overall delivery, mitigation strategies;
Organisation: roles and task assignments to carry out the procurement processes up to
the fulfilment of all the requirements;
Contract awarding processes: depending on the type and characteristics of supplies,
the adequate procurement processes (in terms of efficiency, effectiveness and
compliance to laws and regulations) must be devised;
Contract administration and closeout: methods, procedures, responsibilities to carry
out the delivery in compliance with contractual terms.

There are two different macro-phases in the process of approaching the industry. The preconstruction phase, where the involvement is more focused on technical specifications of the
system, and the construction phase, where it is likely that the main relationship will be
contracting tasks.
It is then, important to adopt rules and policies to manage direct relations among project
teams and industries in order to guarantee the complete fairness and transparency of approach to
the market in the construction phase, assuring the fairness of competitive tenders and avoidance
of contractual problems. Such policies and rules will cover:
•
•
•
•

selection competitive proposals, in order to maximise the quality/costs ratio over the
whole life cycle (Value for Money);
encouragement of competition among vendors, assuring the fair openness to all the
vendors able to deliver the required supplies at the required conditions;
the efficient, effective and ethical use of resources available to the project, limiting
liability, assuring risk mitigation, adopting ethical behaviour;
assure accountability and transparency in the procurement processes and in the
relationships with suppliers;
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adoption of effective management processes for contracts and financial issues;
effective management of the intellectual property rights in dealing with suppliers;
assurance to stakeholders (funding institutions and countries) about the transparency
in procurement processes.

To be compliant with the above statements, the information flow from SKA Project Office
(SPO) (mainly technical requirements and directions) to the team in charge of market
information gathering and devising of the overall market interface policies and strategies, should
be sound and continuous.
Therefore the strategic role that industry is asked to play for the SKA pre-construction phase,
is to set and respect clear boundary conditions, and balance the risks that might derive from
possible unfair supply situations with the innovation fostering power inherent the industrial
involvement in a pre-commercial phase.
Then, a transparent framework of mutual benefits needs to be established using information
flows about market opportunities and industry capabilities managed by two key roles in the SKA
project; the National Industry Contact Points (NICP), as counterparts of the Industrial Liaison
Officer (ILO), a role identified in the staffing plan for the SPO.
The NICP is an officer, appointed by each participating country, in charge of supporting the
scouting of the national industrial capabilities by SPO, as well as promotion of an efficient
involvement in the project by the firms based in the region/country that he or she represents.
Each NICP is asked to gather the industrial capability references his or her country,
particularly about:
•
•
•
•
•

availability of sources for main components/categories suitable to be used in SKA;
capacity/capability of the industrial system;
constraints and limits of market accessibility;
markets and industrial trends;
legal frameworks about local procurement and Intellectual Property (IP) laws.

The NICP could also extend his or her scouting range to nearby countries external to the SKA
area, as stated in the procurement guidelines.
His or her job should then:
•
•
•
•
•

survey the national industry associations;
map the regional industrial capabilities with the SKA technologies;
organize national SKA industry days, in tight collaboration with local industry
consortia and the SKA Organization;
liaise with the SPO for any matter related to the participation of a national firms in the
SKA.
support the deployment of the overall SKA industrial strategy.

It can be seen then, that the NICP’s professional profile is characterised by multi-discipline
expertise, due to the nature of the work that requires engineering, commercial, and political
skills.
Aside from this technical expertise, an adequate knowledge of the country or regional
industrial background and strategies is needed in order to promote the SKA among the goals of
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the national industrial policies, so as to attract investments from the national overall economic
development policies.
The NICP role can thus be further detailed as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

a public officer, possibly an employee of the SPO participating body;
adequate engineering skills to illustrate the basic SKA technicalities;
adequate commercial skills, particularly in the field of macro/micro-economy;
adequate knowledge of business administration of SME enterprises;
basic skills of quality management and assessment procedures

The SPO Industrial Liaison Officer (ILO) will be in charge of maintaining relations between
the SPO, industries and national contact points.
The NICPs and ILOs will collaborate to transfer country/regional industrial market
intelligence to the appropriate SPO department (including procurement). To assist this work, the
Italian WP5 effort includes development of an industry capability database designed to support
the SKA project. In relation to this task, the NICP and ILO will work together to:
a.
b.
c.
d.

complete a survey of industries relevant to the SKA.
refine and populate a SKA industry database.
ensure completeness of survey with respect to SPO technical requirements.
maintain the industry database for use during SKA construction.

Moreover, ILO will ensure uniformity of approach to industry across the participating regions
and within those regions by:
a. informing, via NICPs, national and regional partner organizations of SKA
opportunities for industry, and the potential for developing a local industry strategy for
the SKA.
b. liaising with national industry contact points, providing organizational assistance to
assemble a group of industrial strategists, if requested by national organizations.
c. Ensuring that these groups have equal opportunity of access to SKA (i.e. organizing
presentations to industry forum events in partner countries organized by national
industry strategists).
In compliance with Procurement Guidelines and Policies, the ILO will support SPO
engineering staff in identifying technologies opportunities and trends useful to SKA by:
a. identifying where this is needed for the SKA.
b. providing appropriate contacts and information transfer (match making).
c. promoting this to industry and pointing out the benefits of complementary capabilities
and sharing of risk/benefits.
The ILO will deploy the Procurement Guidelines and Policies for pre-competitive R&D
contracts, as well as assist with:

d.

a. supporting SPO engineering staff to identify areas where pre-competitive contracts are
required.
b. Understanding the mechanisms by which SKA partner organizations actually let these
contracts.
c. Ensuring that the Statements of Work for SKA Pre-competitive R&D contracts are as
uniform as possible and appropriate for the SKA. Help develop templates if required.
Monitoring the progress of Pre-competitive R&D contracts.
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The level and method of interfacing with industry will vary according to the stage of the
project e.g. PrepSKA, production phases, through to operations should be considered in the
context of:
• availability of sources for main components/categories suitable to be used in SKA
• capacity/capability of the industrial business structure
• constraints and limits to market accessibility
• markets and industrial technology trends
• the legal framework for local procurement and IP laws
In the earliest stages, there are four ways in which industry may be engaged, as shown in the
following table (Table 1).
Table 1:List of Industry Engaging Options
Option ID
IEO-1

Option Description
High level engagement, at the concept level, to discover new technologies or industrial information
and skills

IEO-2

R & D contracts for prototyping & design

IEO-3

Global price enquiries for COTS requirements

IEO-4

‘In-kind’ contributions of personnel, tools, technical services, or other resources

The engagement options listed above will normally result in procurement of supplies or
services through defined channels for selection, approval, and contract, e.g. collaboration
agreements, Request for Quotation (RFQ), Invitation for Tender (ITT), etc. In practical terms,
the industry capability scouting task will need to take account of the need to:
•
•
•

involve the regional/country agencies to the appropriate extent
be thorough enough to result in a meaningful assessment of capability
be cost and time efficient.

In general, the ways of working and interfacing with industry requires a consistent and well
managed approach in accordance with guidelines to ensure fairness, efficiency, and
effectiveness.
Although restricted, or closed ITTs – Invitation to Tenders, may be appropriate for certain
supply acquisitions (i.e. where only one or few suppliers have been identified as possible
bidders), open tenders are likely to be the preferred tool. This more likely guarantees both the
largest numbers of industry enquiries, and a fair approach in gathering industrial information,
supply offers, and R&D collaborations during the PrepSKA phase. Price enquiries and R&D
contracts performed via open tenders could provide the following advantages:
•

guarantee to the project office the full access to a worldwide market to identify the
best available technologies, free from any geographical boundary restrictions;

•

stakeholders can continuously monitor the industrial involvement for fairness.
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The ability to look strategically at regional capability for possible bundling or split of
contracts, or to address ‘juste-retour’ issues. Also, early ‘chunking’ of the project
systems or subsystems may be appropriate;

The RFQ/ITT model requires the components shown in the following table:
Table 2:The RFQ/ITT components
Component ID

Component Name

Component Description
issues needs and related technical document

RFQ/ITT-1

Technical Office
Provides technical evaluation of the offers
publish tenders data and related documents as well ensure that:

RFQ/ITT-2

Tenders Office

RFQ/ITT-3

Decision Body

RFQ/ITT-4

4.2.3

1. RFQ/ITT documentation is properly controlled, updates
and clarifications are distributed equitably, tender offers are
received officially and are secure until opened.
2. RFQ/ITT preparation is conducted according to set rules,
and the ITT release process is fair.
receives, ranks the offers and decides the winning one.
review on shortlisted or winning offers, with properly
documented records of the decision process supported by factual
and objective procedures

Supervising

Governance of Industry Involvement

Due the long lifetime of the developing phase of the SKA project, the template workflow for
governing the industrial engagement should be applicable.
Starting from this standpoint, the deployment of the RFQ/ITT model for the SKA shall be
configured as shown in the following table and the figure.
Table 3:The RFQ/ITT components
Component ID
RFQ/ITT-1

Component Name
SKA Project Development Office

Component Description
Technical Office

Regional Industry Contact
RFQ/ITT-2

Tenders Office

Tenders Management System and
Evaluation Committee

Technical

Industrial Relation Manager
RFQ/ITT-3

SKA Board

Decision body

RFQ/ITT-4

Agencies SKA Group

Supervision Body
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Figure 1: The RFQ/T Model

The ITT process will itself need to comply with international codes, e.g. the EC, WTO, etc..,
and operate with approved procedures and templates. In the framework of the SKA, the RFQ/T
model applied to the four A,B,C,D areas of previous section, should be deployed in the following
way:

4.2.3.1 IEO-A.
High level engagement at the concept level to discover new technologies
or industrial information
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Such approaches should involve Regional Industry Contacts, be covered by a standard
MoU, with an appropriate an NDA - No Disclosure Agreement, approved by the
PrepSKA Board. Industrial technical information coming from the pathfinders/precursors
is important for the work of WP2 in providing a costed design. Liaison with the
pathfinder/precursor organisations will occur through the SPDO Domain specialist
meetings. When this involves transfer of technology, formal agreements will be put in
place, including where possible unfettered IP agreements.

4.2.3.2 IEO-B.

R & D contracts for prototyping & design

The project office will issue a specification (drafted by the technical domain), normally
using an output specification, and encouraging innovation and emerging technologies. A
copy will go to the Regional Industry Contact. The Tender Office will arrange the receipt
of offers and send to the technical domain of the project office for ranking the bids,
according to a standard protocol. The PrepSKA Board will evaluate the offer and decide
the winner and authorize the issue of the contract. The ASG will periodically review the
procedures and the results.

4.2.3.3 IEO-C.

Global price enquiries for COTS requirements

The project office will issue a specification (drafted by the technical domain), and
encouraging innovation and emerging technologies. A copy will go to the Regional
Industry Contact. The Industrial Relations Manager will manage the receiving of pricing
information, and liaise with the technical domain. The PrepSKA board will review
pricing activities, and approve if a contract is issued. The ASG will periodically review
the procedures and the results.

4.2.3.4 IEO-D.
‘In-kind’ contributions of personnel, tools, technical services, or other
resources
Offers of support from industry are generally welcomed as strategic support for the SKA
project and with the goal of a win-win outcome. Such approaches must come through the
Regional Industry Contacts, and be approved by the PrepSKA Board. All in-kind support
of this nature must be transparent to all stakeholders.
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Figure 2: The SKA RFQ/T Model in the PrepSKA Phase

4.2.4

Promoting the industry involvement and registering the industry capabilities

The information about the industry knowledge should be in the form of a database addressing
the availability of sources for main systems/sub-systems for use in the SKA, capacity/capability
of industrial structure, constraints and limits to market accessibility, and legal advice about
local/global procurement and IP legislation.
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The WP5 PrepSKA funded Manager-Industry Participation Strategy (M-IPS) following a
plan provided by the WP5 and approved by the PrepSKA Board, will contact, jointly with the
WP5 leader, each Regional Industry Contact person and request them to arrange meetings with
key industry firms, groups, Industry Associations etc. Then a team composed by the WP5 leader,
the RCP and the M-IPS will execute these meetings by way of a formal capability questionnaire
(i.e. medium level audit) provided by WP5/SPDO and return the results to the database. Then a
report will be provided back to the regional SKA industry person, and Government industry
office. (See diagram below, Figure 3).

Figure 3: Registering the Industry capabilities
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Pre-commercial procurement

Project development both for industrial and institutional science mega-projects is through the
step-by-step refining of solutions, often with the narrowing of options in the process (Fig 4).
Fig.4 – The narrowing options process

The SKA Industry Engagement strategy considers the potential role for industry, and sets the
conditions under which this can occur for the SKA project.
It should be noted that the EU is currently supporting special contracts intended to exploit
industrial and technological enhancement, called Pre-commercial procurement, where the public
purchaser chooses not to reserve the R&D results exclusively for its own use, and does not
constitute state aid. More specifically, this approach is based on:
•
•
•

Risk-benefit sharing according to market conditions
Competitive development in phases
Separation of the R&D phase from subsequent production

The aim is to facilitate cost-effective development of innovative solutions for public services
with a broader more global outlook. This initiative could be exploited for its application in the
SKA Pre-construction phase.

4.2.6

The industrial capability assessment methodology (“Scouting”)

The strategies and approaches suggested in this document describe the importance of early
market scanning, and endorse the concept of a global industry capability assessment process (i.e.
scouting). In a companion document, the authors have prepared a model process for the scouting
task, and a brief overview is presented here, so as to introduce the key concepts.
The purpose of the model is to assess the maturity and industrial capability of a
country/region to achieve and sustain contractual supply expectations in response to the SKA
procurement intentions. We note that the model is not intended as a tool to assess any particular
country/region as a preferred host site for the SKA, nor does it replace any supplier assessment
conducted as part of a specific procurement process.
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Basically, the information resulting from global scouting provides useful input to procurement
planning, and helps to strategically direct the RFQ/RFT and major contract award phases of the
project. It will essentially answer the question – who can reliably and competitively do what.
The Capability Assessment Model allows the evaluation of the capability level of a
region/country (and potentially key suppliers) with respect to 12 parameters that together form
the industry capability profile relevant to the SKA. These 12 parameters describe the key factors
impacting supply capability, with each factor being described with the help of 4 process
domains, each domain being evaluated against 5 levels of maturity. The assessment findings are
plotted on a ‘radar’ style diagram, supported by any supplementary notes. Specific industry data
discovered during the assessment are entered into a database.
There is also a significant dependency on national and regional frameworks for economic,
political, and logistical systems that materially impact on industrial capability. These capability
factors are shown in Fig 5.
Fig 5 – Environmental, industrial, and domain factors impacting on industrial capability

The capability assessment process considers each of these twelve industry capability delivery
factors, grouped by (a) national frameworks, (b) technical domains, and (c) factors making up an
industry profile.
The assessment process is managed through the NICP and ILO roles described before, and
follows a methodology, leading to two outputs; a set of summary ‘radar’ diagrams showing a
broad overview of actual and potential industry capabilities, and a written report.
At this point further input may be received and the findings adjusted accordingly. Any gaps or
excesses in capability are agreed and the reports are finalised. The various regions/countries are
encouraged to update information to the SPO should strategic decisions be taken to address
elements of the assessment report, especially where observed gaps are planned to be
strengthened.
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4.3 Procurement models for the SKA
The choice of procurement models in a large scientific project is influenced by many forces,
including the funding strategies (see fig.6). In fact, the very basic problem of scientific projects
is to gather money for commencement or continuation of projects. In times of scarcity of
resources this may be a very hard job, and dependent on the likelihood of a timely impact
(science and non-science) or return on investments to the funding countries.
Fig 6. Influences on procurement models

Acquisition methods

Funding methods

4.3.1

PROCUREMENT
MODELS

Management methods

Funding methods

The main problem of large international scientific projects is to obtain money from the
participating organisations or their respective Governments. The common strategy is to adopt a
“juste retour” attitude, namely each member state sets priority for securing the possible best
individual net financial position vis-à-vis the common budget over any other consideration. This
option implies that the global procurement must equate to the amount of money spent in a
specific country against the amount of its contribution.
In times when the recessive economy reduces the willingness of public agencies/governments
to commit taxpayers’ money to long term scientific projects, the “juste retour” policy may not be
a suitable solution by itself for a number of reasons:
•

Returns may be far away in time, so that funding agencies must justify spending while
in budgetary difficulties;

•

Acquisitions should be focused to optimise results, and acquiring from low return
countries (e.g. by splitting contracts) might be neither cost nor result effective;

•

Acquisition should follow industrial capabilities more than budgetary domestic policy;

•

Funding entities might offer in-kind contributions to support internal economy, yet it
may be difficult to evaluate and balance them.

A way to ease the effort of gathering money may be to shorten the link between funding by
participating countries and the involvement of their own resources (industries and institutions) in
the project. This could mean that money comes back soon as a contribution to the local economic
development is verified. However for the owner organisation, this raises the problem of how to
set up procurement strategies, suitable to deal with dispersed (local) procurement.
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As a consequence, the funding approach must be defined considering the different positions
of the funding countries/organisations, and should take into consideration the alternative ways to
spend the money. It has an important role in the success of the project and impacts directly on
the procurement strategies.
In order to focus the problem, taking into account the different possibilities to engage the
funding organisations and strategies to spend the money, three different funding methods may be
identified (See fig. 7):
•
•
•

Central funding;
Pre assigned funding;
Direct funding.
Fig 7. Flow of funding options

4.3.1.1.1 FUNDS

SPENDING
SKA Mgt costs

National / regional
funding Agencies

Central funding

Global

Pre-‐assigned

Local

Direct funding

Local

Internal costs

ACQUISITIONS

The Central funding method implies that all the contributions are directed to and managed by
a central authority (such as a Management Board) in charge of money management and central
acquisitions. The most part of the funds should be used to acquire resources for the project, while
a part should be spent to cover internal costs of the Project and management organisation.
When managed by the central authority, the acquisition is made in the most suitable global
markets. The acquisition methods and strategies are defined by the central organisation,
according to the rules implied by the type of legal entity and by the agreements among the
participating agencies.
Pre assigned funds means that the money will be contributed by regional organisations to the
central authority, which will be in charge of its management, but it is intended to be spent in the
funding regions. This implies that the funding country must be able to supply the required
goods/services, and the supply must be negotiated with the central organisation, which will be in
charge of payments to suppliers.
Direct funding deals with money engaged by the funding organisations that will be supplied
and spent directly by them when needed. The money will not be managed by the central
authority, but will be accounted to the funding organisation by means of the economic evaluation
of the outcomes.
The outcomes of direct funding will be goods/services/resources supplied by the funding
organisation, and their cost will be credited to the organisation as funds committed to the global
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project. This means that the supply must be jointly defined by the Central organisation and the
funding one.
The last funding method allows countries to see clearly and to show that funding a science
project has direct benefits for local economy. A payment process must be devised that is suitable
to allow the effective control of deliveries (quality, quantity, etc), in order to maintain strong
central control of the overall project.
An important choice in the policy definition is the presence or not of a ‘juste retour’ clause in
managing funds. If this clause is adopted, it must be taken into account in defining the
consideration to be given to the different acquisition methods arising from the funding methods.
In fact, if “juste retour” is adopted; it must also be balanced over the total amount of funding,
considering both the pre-assigned funding and the direct funding methods. This implies that the
actual value of local supplies (especially the in-kind deliveries) must be accurately certified.

4.3.2

Acquisition methods

The funding methods and consequent requirements on the spending policies give defined
acquisition methods to satisfy the needs of funding agencies.
As seen before, depending on the willingness of the funding agencies, funds may be spent
either on the global market or restricted to the region/country designed by the funding
organisation. The acquisition methods are summarised in the following table.
Summary of acquisition approaches by funding methods
Funding method

Acquisition method

Acquisition
management

Payments by

Central funding/global spending

Global tenders

Central authority

Central authority

Pre assigned funding/local spending

Local tenders

Local organisations

Central authority

Direct funding/local spending

Agreed-on Deliveries

Local organisations

Local organisations

Whatever the acquisition method, and even if the geo-return on investments (‘juste retour’) is
taken in consideration, the main concern of procurement must be the best value for money for
the overall success of the project. For that reason, the procurement strategy and the following
acquisition methods, require the establishment and management of a defined WBS, and should
be supported by an effective sourcing/scouting activity. This allows the most effective allocation
of tasks and supplies against the capabilities of industrial systems, the funding methods, and the
rules to manage money. See Fig 8.
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Fig 8. Orthogonal relationship between funding, global scouting, and the WBS
Global scouting

Work breakdown structure

Central funding

Pre assigned funding

Direct funding

The ability to fully manage funds in the Central funding method gives authority to the central
organisation, and is the way to direct acquisition toward the most suitable supplier wherever they
may be located. As a consequence, the acquisition method will be global procurement with
global tenders and procurement processes (including purchasing data, verification, and payment)
will be managed by the central organisation.
In particular, the acquisition methods (see Fig. 9) may include unrestricted procurement
(open tenders on the global market), restricted procurement (tenders restricted to companies
based in the participating countries/regions), and ‘juste retour’ policies may be either applied or
not, according to policies set by the Managing board.
Fig. 9 Showing flow of funds to tender offers by means of spend policies.

FUNDS
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SPENDING
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METHODS
Global tender (unrestricted)
Global tender (restricted / Juste retour)
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Direct funding
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The pre-assigned funding method means that the local organisations commit their money to
local spending. Generally it may be considered that local organisations do the procurement by
themselves in their region/country, and the central organisation releases payment after
acceptance of the delivery.
This implies that the acquisition method must guarantee supplies in terms of conformance to
requirements and suppliers must be fully able to cope with requirements. The central
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organisation should be able to evaluate the ability of the industrial system, and have authority to
negotiate with the local organisation regarding the supply and acceptance methods.
The Direct funding method leaves to local organisations money management, the authority to
spend it locally, and usually the management of the supply process. In general this method is
mainly suitable for acquisition of infrastructures, which must be built in the hosting country. In
this case the type and value of the works/deliverables must be agreed.
Fig. 10 shows the relationship among the different funding and acquisition methods,
highlighting the areas subject to tender processes.
Fig. 10 Relationship among the different funding and acquisition methods.
Bid line

Agreed-‐on Procurement

Local Procurement

Global Procurement

X

In the implementation of the acquisition methods, there are a number of processes and
activities to be understood and allocated, depending on the model.
The main activities are:
•

Requisition

Formal request to procure goods, services or works, submitted by the
operating units. Each request should be authorised by the Project
Office, then processed by the Procurement office

•

Tender management

Each purchasing request implies a procedure to select the contractor
and award a contract, according to the rules defined by the legal entity
and coherent with its status and country rules. The process may be
different, depending on the value and type of the contract.

•

Supply management

The full process of supply requires monitoring in order to assure the
right delivery and consistency with all the different aspects of
requirements.

•
•

Supply
verification
acceptance
Contract management

and

The delivery must be verified against requirements (both functional
and technical), and acceptance should be carried out in a formal way.
The goal of a contract is to define the supply and the supplying terms
and conditions. Contract management is intended to assure full contract
compliance including consequences for contract failure.
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Payment of the supply is after the completion of the contract and the
acceptance of the delivery, and is part of the finance management
process. (Note. The contract may allow for periodic payments against
agreed milestones achieved – or some other form of Earned Value
System.)

Payment

Procurement processes, whatever the acquisition method, are selected and carried out
according to procurement strategies and take into account:
•
•
•

The structure and characteristics of the WBS, in order to evaluate the most effective way
to exploit the supply chain (see 4.2 From requirements to Supply chain models), in order
to minimise costs and maximise the quality of results;
The knowledge of the industrial structure and capabilities of the markets, in comparison
with the project requirements, the characteristics of the WBS, the structure of the supply
chain;
The funds management methods, the constraints deriving from funds allotment, internal
rules, such as ‘juste retour’, and national regulations about public procurement.

An optimally devised procurement strategy (Fig 11) allows the best selection of bidders, the
most effective tender method, and the best contractual structure and management method, in
order to manage the procurement risk in the specific environment and conditions where the
acquisition will be made.
Fig 11. The main processes informing the procurement strategy
Industrial
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Policies &
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4.3.2.1 Global procurement
Global procurement broadly has the intent of direct acquisition of every item/work package
with open tenders in the global market (either worldwide or just the member states).
Tenders are issued according to the procurement procedures developed to get the best results
against the characteristics of the project, the capabilities of the market and the constraints coming
from the funds management methods.
Offers coming from the bidders are evaluated and contracts granted. The tendering process is
carried out according to the rules and regulations applicable to the type of legal entity used to
establish the organisation. This is especially critical for situations where public procurement
regulations are applicable. An outline of the process is shown in Fig 12.
If ‘juste retour’ (geo-return) is applied, the results from the tendering process must be
evaluated to identify compensation or balancing actions.
Fig 12. Outlining the role and process of the central organisation in global procurement
Participating
Organisations/
Regions/countries
And/or Global markets

Central organisation
Industrial
capabilities
assessment

WBS

Evaluation

Funds Mgt

Procurement
process

Bids

Tender issuing
Evaluation and
contract award

Contract
execution

Juste retour
policies

Supplies

verification and

payment

This acquisition method may be considered the standard method for central management of
funds. In this way, all the acquisition activities are carried out by the proper authorities/offices
inside the Central organisation as per next table.
Activity
Requisition
Tender management
Supply management
Supply verification and acceptance
Contract management
Payment
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4.3.2.2 Pre-assigned funding (Local procurement)
When the acquisition methods are subject to geographical constraints, such as when funds
contributed by a region/country must be spent in the funding region/country, the procurement
plan should consider tenders reserved for industries based in those specific regions (See Fig 13).
The acquisition process to implement local procurement must allocate supplies in coherence
with the capability of the region’s industrial and economic system to satisfy the technical and
organisational requirements of the project, in particular to be able to integrate with the supply
chain.
The assessment procedure used to carry out the sourcing process should allow the suitable
information to negotiate an effective agreement with the local agencies, and give the needed
inputs to evaluate risks and determine risk mitigation actions.
After the agreement, the procurement activities are delegated to local organisations. It may be
an option that funds are given independently of the procurement process, but, in any case, they
should be paid before the procurement process starts, in order to give to the Central organisation
the effective power to take control of deliveries.
Fig 13. Outlining the role and process of the central organisation in local procurement
Participating

Central organisation
Industrial
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WBS

Evaluation

Supply terms
(value, specs,
timeframe)
Local sourcing
Funds Mgt

Supply

Supplies

verification and
payment

The process to award contracts should be (or may be considered as) a tender process,
following a technical analysis concentrated on the best way to allocate resources to construct the
final product.
It may be reasonable to task domestic acquisition agencies to deal with local markets. This
implies a sound control method to avoid loss of quality and delivery flow disruptions. The
acquisition activities are in charge to different organisation as per next table.
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In charge to
Central organisation
Local organisation
Local organisation
Central organisation
Local organisation
Central organisation

4.3.2.3 Direct funding (in kind deliverables)
The Direct funding acquisition model applies when a participating organisation wants to
contribute to the project paying its fees not in cash, but with “in kind” contributions. This allows
the country to get a quick return on investments, but requires the ability to match WBS items
requirements with the delivery capability of single regions/countries.
The negotiation shall provide supplying terms and conditions, in order to allow control by the
Central organisation. Moreover, it is important to agree the value of the delivery, which should
be coherent with the cost estimation in the WBS.
After the agreement, the supply will be managed by the local organisation, with the Central
organisation in charge of the verification of the delivery as agreed as shown in Fig. 14.
Fig 14. The scheme for ‘Direct funding’ deliverables.
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The acquisition activities are carried out by the different organisations as described in next
table.
Activity
Requisition
Tender management
Supply management
Supply verification and acceptance
Contract management
Payment

4.3.3

In charge to
Local organisation
Local organisation
Local organisation
Central organisation
Local organisation
Local organisation

Management methods

Procurement management is made up of a number of elements that must be defined in order
to assure an effective procurement method suitable to the needs of the SKA.
These elements include:
•
•
•

Pricing of contracts, i.e. how supply and contracts will be valued and the basis of
award;
Contract types, i.e. what types of agreements will be used for supplies;
The strategy used to design the supply chains to carry out the project.

4.3.3.1 Pricing strategies
The method for pricing supplies depends on many factors, and is critical in appealing to
prospect suppliers. Kraljic classifies supplies on the basis of two dimensions: impact on results
(usually profits in business) and supply risk (‘low’ and ‘high’). The result is a 2x2 matrix and a
classification in four categories (Fig 15):
•
•
•
•

bottleneck, supplies with low impact on results, but high risk (e.g. scarcity, few
suppliers, long lead time);
non-critical, supplies with a low impact on results and low risk (e.g. commodities,
many suppliers, etc);
leverage, supplies with low risk and high impact on results (e.g. many suppliers,
commodities, required short lead time, high volumes, etc);
strategic items, with high impact on results and high risks, such as high technologies,
proprietary technologies, few suppliers, etc.

Each of the four categories requires a distinctive approach towards suppliers. Non-critical
supplies require efficient processing, product standardization, order volume and inventory
optimisation. Leverage supplies allow the buyer to exploit its full purchasing power, for example
through tendering, target pricing and product substitution. Bottleneck supplies cause significant
problems and risks which should be handled by volume insurance, vendor control, security of
inventories and backup plans. Strategic supplies require strong relationship with suppliers.
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Fig 15. Matrix of purchasing power influences on impact and risk
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In general, flexibility in pricing is suggested for high risk/high impact supplies, and a more
fixed approach for low risk/low impact supplies. Strategic supplies are likely to have higher
prices with an allowance determined by the supplier’s risks.
In order to build pricing strategies, the classification of the supplies can be matched with the
different types of pricing methods, summarised in next table.
Price types, descriptions, and possible application
Price Type Main Category
Fixed Price

Limit of Liability

Description
Firm Fixed Price
Fixed Price with price variation
Fixed Unit Price
Cost Reimbursement
Cost-Plus Fixed Fee
Cost-Plus Incentive Fee
Time and Material with Limit of
Liability
Limit of Liability

Ceiling Price to be converted into
a Fixed Price

Ceiling Price to be converted into a
Fixed Price

Cost Reimbursement Price

Possible application
Non critical supplies
Leverage supplies
Strategic supplies

Strategic supplies
Bottleneck supplies
Bottleneck supplies

4.3.3.2 Contract strategies
The choice among types of contracts and methods of contract management has implications
on the effectiveness of procurement, but also on the cost of procurement management.
Contract types depend on dimension, price, number and frequency of supplies. The main
types of contracts are.
•

Standard contracts, for single supplies, usually suitable for complex, expensive
supplies, their negotiation and the definition (supply definition, terms and conditions)
is labour intensive (e.g. usually strategic and bottleneck supplies);
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Frame contracts, for multiple supplies, frequent over the time, usually not complex
(e.g. non critical and leverage supplies), variable degree of difficulty, depending on
the type of supply;
Call-off (or on-demand) orders, standard (or common) terms and conditions, usually
frequent and against a frame contract;
Service contracts to experts & consultants.

In general contracts are against only one supplier, managed, administered and paid by the
buying organisation. When local acquisition method is adopted, it is possible to have many
players involved in the management process, as seen before. This implies that coordination must
be effective, and the operations must be efficient to avoid the growth of control structures and
attendant management costs.
The level of complexity in procurement management grows when contracts involve different
contractors in the same limb of the WBS See Fig 16.
There may be different combinations, such as:
•
•
•

A Prime contractor, managing its own subcontractors (Tier 1 contracts) – SKA
organisation interacts only with the Prime managing contracts against subcontractors.
SKA pays the Prime, which administers payments to subcontractors;
A consortium option, with a Prime contractor – SKA organisation manages the
contract for all the levels of the WBS limbs. Payment Administration may be by Prime
or SKA (direct payments to subs by SKA);
SKA organisation manages procurement of lower level items/WP, to be supplied to
consortium/Prime – Payment and contract management by SKA is subject to
verification by the consortium/Prime contractor.

Fig 16. Possible organisational structures for contracting (Tier 1, single limb WBS).
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4.3.3.3 Contract strategies and impact on management
Different choices about the acquisition methods and contract strategies may result in different
organisations and processes for procurement office.
The procurement office may be either central or made of many domestic procurement
agencies acting under central coordination. This depends largely on the character and structure of
the legal entity and the rules it applies. Dispersed procurement (i.e. where a portion of the
procurement is delegated to member State institutions, or contained in Work Packages allocated
to consortia of member States and industrial partners), requires strong central control of approval
processes and purchasing data.
The procurement process must allow all bidders to submit proposals, and evaluate them
according to clear and verifiable criteria suitable to guarantee optimal results to the SKA and fair
judgement to bidders. This requires a wide capacity of information to reach all possible bidders,
and to manage relationships with all of them.
If the contract strategy is to procure directly the most part of the items in the WBS, the
number of tenders and contracts will be very high, requiring a lot of work to manage first the
procurement process (from documentation to bidders, question and answers, administrative
tasks, etc.), and then contracts and deliveries. These considerations suggest that the procurement
organisation could require:
•
•

A highly qualified management team to carry out the acquisition processes, from
tender management to contract awarding, contract management, administration;
A strong technical staff, to manage the system through deliveries, managing validation
and verification, the supply chain interfaces and operations, system integration,
configuration management.

Contracting either a Prime or a consortium implies complex contracts and contract
management, but reduces the number of contracts and the overall effort.
4.3.4

Procurement process

Contracts are the result of procurement processes, and the scale of procurement organisation
depends on the type and number of tenders to be carried out in a defined time slot to meet project
needs.
The most critical procurement process is the open tender, for a number of reasons:
•
•
•
•

It is a complex process, usually different depending on the amount of spend;
It depends on the type of legal entity and location, and if public procurement rules
may apply;
It must be fair in order to avoid bias in the selection of contractors;
Statement of work (the requirements) and selection criteria are critical in order to have
a successful supply.

Its phases may be summarised as follows:
•
•
•

Definition and issuing of invitation to tender;
Question-answer issues with likely bidders;
Receive offers (or bids)
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Offer evaluation, and negotiation with qualified bidders;
Contract awarding and authorisation to execution.

The phases above are described more fully below.

4.3.4.1 Invitation to tender
The usual initiation of the process is a purchasing request from the technical body, authorised
by the budget owner. The request is processed by the procurement office with a procedure
usually depending on the price range (threshold level).
The tender definition (see fig 17) is carried out by a procurement working group with the
Technical unit, and other units if necessary (e.g. legal office, etc).
The task produces the documents needed to allow the preparation of bids:
•
•
•
•
•

The statement of work, the technical document describing the supply requirements;
Technical and management requirements to be satisfied;
Draft contract;
Conditions to be met to participate to the tender;
Criteria that will be used to evaluate the offers.

The output is an invitation to tender, that will be made public by means of the selected
procedure/media.
The definition of the tender documents is critical and requires that, in addition to the clear
definition of requirements, the tender board has a thorough knowledge of the markets, in order to
address and select (by means of suitable criteria) the right bidders.
Fig 17. Process flow for drafting of open tenders.
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4.3.4.2 The bidding process
Usually the companies willing to submit a proposal declare their willingness and request the
documentation.
The prospective bidders should be allowed to ask questions about the tender, usually
technical, and these are answered by the Procurement Office. Questions and answers are usually
made public to all the registered prospect bidders.
Offers are submitted and registered (closed) before the announced closing date (fig 18).
Fig 18. Process flow for releasing open tenders.

to Tender

TENDER DEFINITION BOARD
+ Panels in case of large procurements

Industry

Contractsunit

Technical
Initiatorunit

4.3.4.3 Offer evaluation
After the closing date (and hour, usually) the offers are opened and controlled by an official
opening board (usually the same tender evaluating board). They are checked to verify:
•
•

Compliance with submission terms and formal requirements.
Completeness

Unless specifically permitted, non compliant offers are formally rejected. Compliant offers
are evaluated by the Tender evaluation board against the stated evaluation criteria and weighting.
The final assignment is to report tender evaluation and recommendations to the decision
board, in charge of the final contract awarding (Fig 19).
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Fig 19. Process flow for evaluation of open tenders.
OFFERS

TENDER EVALUATION BOARD

Contracts Officer + Tender Technical Initiator
CHECKS THE:
CLOSING DATE
VALIDITY OF THE TENDERS RECEIVED
COMPLIANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS
OF CONDITIONS OF TENDER

EVALUATES THE TENDERS
GIVES A FINAL MARKING FOR EACH
EVALUATION CRITERIA
APPLIES THE WEIGHTING FACTORS
MAKESA RECOMMENDATION TO THE
INITIATINGSERVICE
Tender Evaluation Report&
Recommendation

DECISION BOARD

4.3.4.4 Contract awarding
The Decision board is the authorisation body in the organisation allowed to grant contracts
and spend money. Its duty is to review the evaluation processes and authorise the Contracts unit
to proceed with final negotiation of terms and conditions with the selected contractor (Fig 20).
The final contract will be examined by the Decision board to authorise its execution.
It must be taken into account that, whenever public procurement rules apply, it is possible that
other bidders may appeal to review the awarding procedure; therefore full records of the decision
process must be maintained.
Fig 20. Process flow for awarding of open tenders.
DECISION BOARD
Authorisation to Award
Technical
Initiatorunit
Selected contractor

Contractsunit

CONTRACT
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5 The Pre-construction Phase established organisation

5.1 Practical considerations – Main Issues
Through substantial research and investigation of issues, this document has attempted to
explain how to define a procurement policy and how to set up procurement processes to support
the Square Kilometre Array (SKA). In particular, the following topics are shown to be of vital
importance:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Procurement has traditionally been seen as a largely administrative process, however
supply acquisition can have a profound effect on the success of the mega-project,
through its ability to positively inform and influence around the topics of market
capability, global sourcing, strategic acquisition and capability development, risk
reduction, cost control, cashflow management, and quality assurance – in addition to
the fundamental task of obtaining the correct supplies at the correct time.
The relationship of procurement management to the project WBS.
The stewardship and relationship issues surrounding a competent supply chain,
including the nurturing of niche SME involvement.
The impacts of risk and critical success factors in relation to the project.
The execution of legal, fair, and compliant contracts, and management of these up to
and beyond delivery.
The selection of appropriate procurement models, and contractual instruments.
The processes for procurement ‘total acquisition’ costing, and its links with initial
global capability scouting.
The major trading economies, their policies and frameworks.

Finally, we present ten Key Strategies, and their implications to the SKA project in table 8.
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Table 8. Key procurement strategies and their implications to the SKA project
Key
Strategy

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
10

Descriptor

Management Implications for the SKA
Project

Early establishment of the procurement office
structure,
resources,
processes,
roles
and
responsibilities, and information management
systems.

Early consideration of staffing and other resource
requirements for the SKA procurement office,
including a capital and operating estimate for
early approval.

Formally approve procurement policies, strategies,
and plans, and document these within a concise
approved Project Procurement Plan.

Drawing on this document; develop, approve and
implement an SKA procurement policy and
associated
strategy,
responsibilities
and
authorities, and operating procedures.

Obtain full understanding of global capability
scouting information, and employ appropriate
approaches and instruments with terms and
conditions supporting project goals.

Ensure the global industry capability assessment
process is completed, and reports are available to
procurement personnel. Develop, review and
approve procurement instruments.

Establish the contracting model, aligned with the
legal entity. Develop relationships with principle
contractors and the supply chain.

Work with SKA governance board to align the
SKA legal entity with the adopted models for
contractual relationships with suppliers.

Ensure competitiveness in contracting, through
carefully planned pricing strategies, and a ‘value for
money’ approach.

Procurement management to devise acquisition
strategies (e.g. Work Packages) that ensure value
for money, and respect ‘juste-retour’ agreements.

Apply purchasing specifications that are appropriate
to the goods or services required, are flexible for
optimal outcomes, and developed with input from
industry.

Procurement management to devise and apply
purchasing approaches that match required goods
and services. Consult with strategic industry
partners to the SKA (e.g. SoMI signatories, and
POs).

Understand and actively manage procurement risk,
including the critical early stage engagement phases.

Devise and implement an active system for
identifying and tracking procurement
risk.
Consider and advice project management on
contingency reserves.

Evaluate and select project contractors using a fair
and balanced process, executed against standardised
procedures, and focused on criteria weighted in
favour of mission success parameters.

Ensure that a competent system and team is
established to undertake formal assessment of
SKA supplier offers. Implement sound and
defensible assessment criteria, and records
management.

Implement
processes.

procurement

Procurement management to work with legal
advisers in preparation of specific and generic
contracts documentation.

Exploit open strategic partnerships while allowing
for evidence based supplier monitoring and
inspections.

Establish processes and resources for open
information exchange, pre-contractual liaison.
Implement
procedures
for
supplier-based
inspections.

fair

and

transparent
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5.2 The Procurement Office
During the pre-construction phase of the SKA, there will be a need for an operational
procurement function within the Project Office, established as a legal entity (or part of the SKA
legal entity). Guided by the advice in this document, the Project Office will devise and approve
policies and procedures to manage industry liaison for supply activities, control purchasing data,
selection and negotiation with suppliers, the issue and administration of Requests for Tender
(RFT) and contracts, supervision of dispersed purchasing, and payments or credits. To enable
this, the following matters will need to be addressed.
The procurement office will require seed, operational, and transactional funding for its
proposed UK base. Seed funding will be required to pay for establishment costs (legal and
incorporation fees, rental bond for premises, capital outlays for office equipment, furniture and
systems, and sundry support items). These are anticipated to cost in the region of £20,000.
Operational expenses (salaries and on-costs, communications, office rental and utilities,
insurances, expendable items etc) are anticipated to cost £30,000 per month. Transactional
outgoings will reflect procurement contracts, and may range from thousands to millions in Euro
currency depending on the level of dispersed (i.e. through the SKA Consortia) procurement
undertaken.
Authorities will need to be defined for expenditure approvals. For routine procurement office
operations, the manager should be granted full authority to approve payments. For transactional
payment approvals, a hierarchy of approval stages is recommended, with breaks at the €10,000,
€50,000, and €500,000 levels, each requiring a higher (or dual) level of approval. For
transactions over €1 million Executive approval should be required.
Prior to commencement of any interim or pre-construction procurement activities, the
following framework and SKA specific operational documents will be required:
•
•
•

•

Procurement strategy (procurement approach and guidelines)
Procurement policies (e.g. ethics, fairness, juste-retour, balancing, sourcing approach,
management of dispersed and ‘in-kind’ procurement, methods of price enquiries,
jurisdiction of contracts, capacity building policies)
Procedures (e.g. interfacing with suppliers, pre-qualifying suppliers, quality assurance
requirements, tender management, tender selection procedures, contract
administration, management of dispersed procurement, payment procedures,
management of purchasing data (specifications etc.), management of SKA records (all
media), office management guidelines)
Templates (e.g. RFI/RFT/RFQ, purchasing agreements and contracts, supplier
evaluation forms, terms and conditions).

5.2.1.1.1.1 The proper and effective functioning of the SKA procurement office will depend
on professionalism and a disciplined approach. Apart from respecting the responsibilities and
authorities invested in the procurement team, the SKA community will need to understand and comply
with procurement policies and procedures, especially regarding the centralised control of purchasing
data (e.g. specifications, drawings, et.) approved for issue by the SKA Project Engineer. This is
particularly at risk in the case of dispersed, and/or ‘in-kind’ procurement in a country other than
the procurement office. It will be incumbent on the SKA Executive to firmly explain and enforce the
centralised authority of the procurement function.
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Staffing of the procurement office will be very important, in terms of skills and experience.
By 2012, 1 Purchasing Officer, and 1 Office Assistance will be required. By 2012, a Head of
Procurement will need appointing to run the office as it grows. Access to professional services
will be required for IT support, legal, personnel functions, accounting, and payroll.
Premises are required to operate the procurement office. It is anticipated that 1002 metres
partitioned into 4-5 areas (including a general meeting/tea area) is required. Fast broadband
connection is mandatory, and proximity to transport networks recommended.
Procurement office systems will require acquisition and implementation including;
•
•
•

Procurement management and control software package to suit the SKA project. This
may be PC based, server based, or a module in a full MRP/SAP-like system. A range
of packages is shown here http://www.capterra.com/procurement-software
Standard office tool set (e.g. MS Office suite)
Document Management System for proper retention/archiving of records, version
control, and document security.

The process flow for the effective operation of the procurement office is shown in fig 21.
Fig 21. Overview of process flow for the procurement office
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ACRONYMS

ALMA
BTP
CERN
COO
COTS
DFM
EC
ELT
ESO
IP
IT
ITER
ITP
LHC
LOFAR
M-IPS
MOU
OBS
OEM
PrepSKA
R&D
RFI
RFQ
RFT
SKA
SPDO
WBS
WLC
WP
WTO

Atacama Large Millimetre Array
Build to Print
European Organization for Nuclear Research
Cost of Ownership
Commercial off the shelf
Design for Manufacture
European Community
Extremely Large Telescope
European Space Observatory
Intellectual Property
Information Technology
International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor
Integrated Product Teams
Large Hadron Collider
Low Frequency Array
Manager – Industry Participation Strategy
Memorandum of Understanding
Output based Specifications
Original Equipment Manufacturer
Preparatory SKA
Research & Development
Radio Frequency Interference
Request for Quotation
Request for Tender
Square Kilometre Array
SKA Program Development Office
Work Breakdown Structure
Whole Life Costs
Work Package
World Trade Organisation
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